
INFINITY 5 – LTF/EN B – SEcurE PErFormaNcE
The endless flying fun with the legendary INFINTY-feeling is entering the fifth generation. The de-
velopment was under the central premise of an honest low-end B wing with maximum comfort factor. 
The glider was completely newly built and translated to the use of forms of the latest constructional 
insights. Thereby the Infinity-typical sweet-tempered behavior is emphasized with more performance. 
The INFINITY 5 is an Xc wing which takes everyone up with outstanding ascent-features.

OBSESSION 5 – LTF/EN B – FuN FacTor wITh addIcTIvE PoTENTIaL 
The modern Xc wing with optimized performance weight brings uncompromising glide power with 
low-end B relaxation to the cross country flying. with obsessive ascent features the everyday light-
weight glider turns at the base even in weak thermal lift and cuts calmly through turbulent air mass. 
The oBSESSIoN 5 offers high passive safety with sportive and direct handling. Its well-rounded ba-
lance between safety, performance and lightness make the oBSESSIoN 5 the insider tip for limitless 
adventures.

KIDROCK – ThE NEXT gENEraTIoN gLIdEr
The end to bored kids of pilots – The KIdrocK is the gaming console for the real outdoor life. on track 
of the big models the miniwing offers kids a playful access to the pilots profession. The mini-glider is 
fully functionable and offers limitless possibilities to ambitioned young pilots. Based on the successful 
concept of the EmoTIoN 3 the Kidrock was specially tailored to kids needs with 12 m². Let the next 
generation rock.

RX4 – comForT ThaT hoLdS uP 
The new all-round comfort harness rX4 stands for relaxing in the forth generation. The outstanding 
seating comfort as well as the maximum safety standard was notably enhanced at the newest develop-
ment. The light all-round harness offers ergonomic comfort for endless flying adventures. a newly 
developed agility system allows to adjust the impact of weight shifting in three individual stages. a 
high quality foam protector offers maximum protection with an efficient packing compression. Solid 
austrialpin clasps and many more quality details ensure reliable operating safety in best processing 
quality.

BLACKJACK – LET‘S PLaY
with the BLacKJacK u-Turn completes the product range in the extreme area. The modern acro and 
freestyle harness was developed in perfect coordination to the own market leader wings Joker and 
Blackout+. The BLacKJacK offers a resource saving way of transferring the energy with ergonomic 
support function. Solid padding give the pilot cushioned seating comfort for intense days of training. 
The BLacKJacK is equipped with two cleanly closed off reserve compartments with release handles 
at both sides. despite the many reinforcements and the massive austrialpin buckles, a travel suitable 
volume weight was important during development. The BLacKJacK offers long-term durability for all 
pilots who want to open the dynamic play at the famous acrospots of the world.
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